Introduction
In this paper, we shall prove: Thkorkm 1. LetAbea localringcontainingafield with dimension d. IfA isCohenMacaualij.
then ire hare \dci(A) = 1.
The investigation of the structure of local cohomology modules HY{-^) was initiated by (Jrothendieek and is a very interesting subject in a field of commutative algebra, where Y is a closed subscheme ofa scheme A' and dF is a quasi-coherent d^Y-module. ( i i ) inj.diinflHj(R) < n-l -j ifj> n-d, where inj.dim^T is the injective dimension of an R-module T.
Proof. Statement (i ) is straightforward from [LI. (4-4iii)J. so we only have to prove the assertion ( i i ) . We proceed in several steps.
Step Since.4 = R/I is a homomorphic image of regular local ring R, B = ((J4A)s/i)A = ((i?A)*' ' )A// ((i?A)-sh withdimR/Q^n-I-janddimR/Q<d-1.
Indeed, let QbeanyprimeidealofRcontaining/withdim R/Q^n-1 -j and dimR/Q<d-1.
(a)IfdimR/Q^n-1-j,thenwehave: 
by |Ma2, section 31. lemma 2. p. 2f>0|. We note that the localization (R/I)q = Rq/IRq satisfies the Serre (S^-condition and Rq is also a regular local ring. Now we consider the category of modules over the regular local ring Rq. It then follows from
Step 1 that the Second Vanishing Theorem holds for the local cohomologymoduleHjBq(Rq).thatis.Hj(R)Q =0forj > dim RQ-landdim Rq/IRq > 1 by (a) and (b). We obtain the assertion of this step.
Step 3. In this step, we shall prove that dim Supp_H"^(i?)g < n -1 -j under the assumption thatj > n -d.
Indeed, let Q be in Hup})Hj(R). then we have Hj{R)Q = H'IRr (RQ) * 0. From the
It follows from Step 2(6) that dim RQ/IRQ > 1. Then it holds that
by the local Lichtenbaum-Hartshorne Vanishing Theorem and the Grothendieck Vanishing Theorem for the local cohomology module HJ(R)q = HJIR {Rq) 4= 0. It therefore follows from
Step 2 that dimR/Q < n -\ -j for all prime ideals Q in Suppi^(iJ).
We then conclude that dim Kuppi//(.R) <?? -j -1. Ep,'q = H^HfiR) => Hp+q = H^q{R).
The spectral sequence has the differentials as follows:
We shall prove that all the differentials that come into and go out of Ef.'n~d are 0 forallr^2. Now it follows from , p. 54] that H^H'/"7(R) = 0 for all i > d and all p^0. On the other hand, we calculate as follows:
for r^2. Hence we have^+r.n-d+(i-r) = Hd+rH»-dMi-r)(R) = () 8o jt h()kls that Ed+r,n-dm-r) = () fo]. au r"j> 2 Thus it fon,)ws that the differentials Efn~d -> Ed+r,n-d+(l-r) are () fol. aIj ,.^o.
From Lemma 5, we calculate as follows:
Hence we have ££-'".«-<M'-'-> = HfH^-d~l'~1)(R) = 0. So it holds that 
